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The use of UV/ozone surface treatments for achieving low temperature bonds between PMMA

and COC microfluidic substrates is evaluated. Low temperature bond strengths, approaching

those of native polymer substrates bonded above their glass transition temperatures, are

demonstrated for both thermoplastics. To evaluate the effects of the UV/O3 surface treatment on

the operation of bonded microfluidic devices, the relationship between UV/O3 exposure and

polymer hydrophilicity and surface chemistry are measured. Post-treatment surface chemistry is

evaluated by XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) analysis, and the stability of the treated

surfaces following solvent exposure is reported. Electroosmotic flow within fabricated

microchannels with modified wall surfaces is also characterized. Overall, UV/O3 treatment is

found to enable strong low temperature bonds between thermoplastic microfluidic substrates

using a simple, low cost, and high throughput fabrication technology.

Introduction

Rigid thermoplastic polymers have been extensively investi-

gated over the past decade as substrates for the fabrication

of microfluidic systems. Two particular thermoplastics, poly-

(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and cyclic olefin copolymer

(COC), have emerged as attractive materials for microfluidic

applications, primarily due to their high transparency and low

autofluorescence over a wide spectral range.1 In a typical

process flow, open microchannels are formed in a first

thermoplastic substrate using one of several techniques such

as hot2 or cold3 embossing, micro-injection molding,4 or laser

ablation.5 A second plastic layer is then bonded to the first

to enclose the microchannels. A variety of suitable bonding

methods have been reported, including solvent bonding,6–8

thermal bonding,9,10 and thick film lamination employing

either pressure or temperature sensitive adhesive layers.11 Of

these techniques, solvent and thermal bonding are of particular

interest since they allow the same material to be used for both

microfluidic substrate layers, ensuring homogeneity in surface

properties for all microchannel walls. In thermal bonding,

interlayer adhesion is achieved by heating the substrates near

their glass transition temperature while applying a normal

pressure, allowing polymer chains to diffuse between the

mating surfaces for high bond strength. However, thermal

bonding suffers from several disadvantages. Because the

substrates must be heated at or slightly above their glass

transition temperature to achieve a strong interfacial bond,

microscale channels can readily become deformed or col-

lapsed. Channel collapse is especially problematic for low

aspect ratio channels and thin substrates. Furthermore, the

resulting bond strength is often lower than desired, resulting in

a significant limitation for applications such as liquid

chromatography where high internal fluid pressures are

required. Solvent bonding can also suffer from problems with

dimensional stability, since the absorbed solvent softens the

plastic and can lead to polymer flow during bonding. While

recipes have been developed to minimize this problem in

PMMA microfluidic chips by using specific solvent condi-

tions8,12 or sacrificial materials such as paraffin wax to prevent

channel collapse,13 the former recipes must be tuned for

different polymer grades and types, and neither approach

can entirely prevent deformation of channel geometries.

Furthermore, solvents can embrittle thermoplastics and result

in microcracking, particularly for microfluidic systems which

require exposure to high or cyclical pressure loads. Because of

these challenges, there remains a need for effective methods for

low temperature thermoplastic bonding which are amenable to

a wide range of microfluidic applications.

The difficulty in realizing high bond strengths for polymer

microfluidic chips is in large part due to the low surface

energies of thermoplastics. Thermoplastic polymers, including

PMMA and COC, are formed from hydrocarbons with

additional atomic components such as oxygen and nitrogen.

These surfaces possess low specific energy and thus tend to be

hydrophobic or weakly hydrophilic, limiting the strength of

bonds which may be formed between mating substrates.

Increased surface energy serves to improve the wettability

between the mating surfaces through enhanced mechanical

interlocking and interdiffusion of chains. Bonding can also be

enhanced through the generation of electrostatic interactions,

and surfaces possessing high specific energy in the form of

polar functional groups, which can produce hydrogen or

covalent bonds across the interface, are capable of providing

bond strengths exceeding that of the bulk polymer.14

A variety of approaches for increasing the surface energy of

polymers have been demonstrated and are routinely used in

macroscale polymer engineering, including solvent or acid
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treatments,15 surface grafting,16,17 and vacuum18,19 and atmo-

spheric20 plasmas. It is well known that energetic ions,

electrons, and UV photons in plasmas can possess sufficient

energy to break chemical bonds on the target surface, produc-

ing highly reactive free radicals which can help to form the

desired charged surface groups and increase the overall surface

energy. Plasma activation has been widely used to prepare

hydrophilic polymer substrates based on elastomeric materials

such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS),21 and rigid thermo-

plastics including both PMMA22 and COC.22–24 Direct

exposure of PMMA to UV without ozone generation has

also been explored for photochemically patterning energetic

surface groups.25

Low temperature bonding of microstructured PMMA and

COC surfaces has been reported using O2 plasma activation.26

In the present paper, UV/O3 surface treatment is evaluated as

an alternative approach to achieving high bond strengths in

polymer microfluidics at low process temperatures. UV/O3

treatment is a technique initially developed for the removal of

organic contaminants from semiconductor substrates which

was explored for depolymerization of photoresists in 1972,27

and further developed over the following decade as an

alternative to oxygen plasma ashing.28–30 Using a low-pressure

mercury lamp to expose a substrate in an air-filled chamber at

atmospheric pressure, light output at a wavelength of 184.9 nm

is absorbed by oxygen in the air, resulting in the generation of

ozone. At the same time, the mercury lamp’s output at

253.7 nm is absorbed by the ozone, leading to breakup of the

ozone molecules. As ozone is being continually generated

and destroyed, a steady-state concentration of atomic oxygen

develops within the chamber, where it acts as a strong

oxidizing agent. Hydrocarbons on the substrate surface are

rapidly oxidized, and the reactivity is enhanced by the fact that

most hydrocarbons also absorb the 253.7 nm radiation from

the UV source. This approach has previously been shown to be

effective in removing organic contaminants from a number of

substrate materials including silicon, silicon nitride, glass,

quartz, metals, and various polymers.30

At sufficiently high energy levels, UV/O3 exposure can break

polymer chains and insert oxygen-containing functional groups

into the surface.31 The oxidation results in a more energetic

surface, thereby increasing hydrophilicity and enhancing

wettability. For application to polymer microfluidics, the

higher wettability can lead to improved low temperature bond

strength between mating polymer surfaces. Unlike vacuum

plasma treatment, UV/O3 treatment is a high-throughput and

low-cost process which can be performed using commercially-

available systems originally designed for semiconductor sub-

strate cleaning. UV/O3 treatment provides the further benefit

of removing unwanted organic contaminants from the polymer

surface, thereby simplifying substrate handling requirements

prior to exposure.

This paper evaluates the utility of UV/O3 surface treatment

as a method for effective low temperature polymer micro-

fluidic substrate bonding. Relationships between UV dose,

surface hydrophilicity, and bond strength are reported. To

evaluate the post-bonding effects of UV/O3 treatment on

microfluidic device performance, the oxidized surface

chemistry is evaluated, and stability of surface charge

following exposure to common solvent conditions is measured.

The effect of UV/O3 treatment on electroosmotic flow (EOF)

is also considered, both before and after treatment with

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as a static wall coating.

Experimental

Chip preparation and bonding

Microfluidic substrates were prepared from 2.0 mm thick COC

(Zeonor 1020 R, Zeon Chemicals L.P., Louisville, KY, USA)

and 1.6 mm thick PMMA (Optix Acrylic Sheet, Plaskolite Inc.,

Columbus, OH, USA). The thickness of the COC plates was

reduced from 2 mm to 1.6 mm by placing a 1.6 mm gauge

block between two optically smooth glass plates in a com-

mercial hot press (AutoFour/15, Carver, Wabash, IN, USA),

with the platen heated to 120 uC at a pressure of 6.9 MPa for

1 h. Goniometer measurements performed on COC substrates

before and after thickness reduction revealed no statistically

meaningful change in contact angle resulting from this process.

UV/O3 exposure was performed using a commercial ozone

cleaning system (PSD-UV, Novascan Technologies, Ames, IA,

USA). Manufacturer specifications for the 50 W system state

that approximately 50% of the total lamp output power is

delivered around the 254 nm peak, and 5% around the 185 nm

peak. Assuming the total 50 W power is evenly distributed

over a 15 cm diameter circle corresponding to the maximum

substrate size supported by the tool, a rough estimate of

output powers used in this study are 14 mW cm22 at 254 nm,

and 1.4 mW cm22 at 185 nm.

Polymer test samples were cut into 2.5 cm square pieces by

CNC milling. Contact angles before and after treatments were

measured using an optical goniometer (Cam Plus Micro,

Tantec Inc., Schaumburg, IL, USA). Surface elemental analysis

employed an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Axis 165,

Kratos Analytical Inc, Chestnut Ridge, NY, USA).

Bonding of the polymer chips was performed using a hot

press with a 150 kN load capacity (AutoFour/15, Carver,

Wabash, IN, USA). Platen parallelity was checked prior to

bonding to ensure uniform force distribution. The COC and

PMMA samples were rinsed with 2-propanol (IPA) and DI

water, dried with N2, and dehydrated in a vacuum oven at

85 uC for 2 h prior to insertion into the hot press. The platens

were preheated to the desired bonding temperature, followed

by an application of a fixed pressure of 4.8 MPa for 10 min.

Bonding temperatures were monitored using a thermocouple

inserted into a custom aluminum chip holder.

PVA preparation and coating

PVA solution was prepared by mixing 2 g of 99+% hydrolyzed

PVA powder (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) into

100 mL of .18 MV DI water. For contact angle measure-

ments, substrates were dipped into the PVA solution for 10 min

at room temperature, then removed from the solution and

incubated for 10 min at 95 uC. The dip/incubation cycle was

repeated 3 times. After the final incubation, the substrates were

rinsed with DI water and gently dried using an N2 gun. For

measurements of EOF, PVA solution was introduced into the

microchannels using a syringe pump, flushed with N2 after
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10 min, and incubated at 95 uC for 20 min. The fill/flush/

incubate process was repeated twice. Control experiments

were performed using an identical process but without UV/O3

treatment.

EOF measurements

A solution of tris-borate (TB) buffer (100 mM Tris, 20 mM

boric acid, pH 9.1) was prepared and introduced into micro-

channels which were fabricated by hot embossing, using a

silicon template fabricated by deep reactive-ion etching

(DRIE). All channels used for EOF measurements were

nominally 100 mm wide, 69 mm high, and 4 cm long.

Measurements of electroosmotic mobility were performed

using a current monitoring method.32,33 After flushing a

microchannel with DI water and filling with the initial TB

buffer, a voltage of 550 V was applied to one reservoir, with

the second reservoir grounded. Voltages were applied using

platinum wires placed within the open on-chip reservoirs, and

current was directly monitored using a current meter at the

grounded reservoir. After an initial current stabilization period

of 1–2 min, the voltage was turned off and buffer solution was

removed from the high voltage reservoir using a pipette and

replaced with a new solution of TB buffer containing 10 mM

boric acid. The voltage was then re-applied, and current

through the microchannel was monitored as EOF displaced

the initial buffer with the lower conductivity solution.

Results and discussion

The application of UV/O3 surface treatments for low tem-

perature bonding of PMMA and COC substrates is evaluated.

In general, it is observed that UV/O3 treated surfaces enable

moderate bond strengths even at room temperature, and at

higher temperatures produce bond strengths which rival native

polymers bonded above their respective glass transition

temperatures. Despite the potential benefits of UV/O3 treat-

ment for low temperature microfluidic substrate bonding,

UV/O3 exposure affects surface chemistry and can potentially

alter the performance of microfluidic systems. To address

this issue, surface stability and EOF performance are also

considered in the following.

Contact angle

The maximum bond strength which may be realized between

two mating surfaces is in part a function of surface wettability.

Surface contact angles were evaluated as a function of UV/O3

exposure prior to performing direct bond strength measure-

ments. Average goniometer measurements were determined

from a minimum of 3 locations on each tested substrate.

Contact angle measurements were highly reproducible, with an

average relative standard deviation of less than 2.5% across all

reported measurements.

The native PMMA substrates used in this study exhibited an

average contact angle of 80.3 ¡ 1.0u. This value is slightly

higher than previously reported values of 75 ¡ 2u34 and 76 ¡

4u.8 The native COC substrates were also weakly hydrophobic

with an average contact angle of 94.7 ¡ 1.0u, comparable to

values reported over a range of COC materials from different

vendors.24,35 A series of PMMA and COC chips were treated

by UV/O3 in 4 min increments. Following treatment of all

samples, the sessile water contact angle for each sample was

measured, with the results provided in Fig. 1 (solid lines). The

contact angle for PMMA dropped gradually for the first

20 min of UV/O3 exposure. In contrast, the contact angle for

the COC substrates dropped rapidly during the first 4 min

of treatment, but showed little change during the following

20 min treatment time. Minimum contact angles of 25.3u and

49.3u were achieved following 24 min exposure for PMMA

and COC, respectively. These values compare favorably with

contact angles reported for vacuum plasma treated PMMA

(35u)8 and COC (40u).24

Two samples of treated PMMA and COC exposed for 4 min

and 24 min were stored in ambient atmosphere for 15 days,

after which contact angles were measured again. No measur-

able change in contact angle was observed for any of the

samples. Similar aging experiments performed in air for

PDMS treated by atmospheric plasma have shown rapid

degradation of the surface zeta potential (f), with greater than

50% reduction in f observed after 10 h.20 Furthermore, treated

PMMA and COC chips heated to 90 uC for 1 h exhibited no

measurable change in average contact angle. This result

provides confidence that treated chips bonded at elevated

temperatures, but remaining below glass transition, can retain

their hydrophilicity during the bonding process.

Contact angles were also evaluated with the addition of a

PVA coating step following UV/O3 treatment. PVA is a

hydrophilic charge-neutral polymer often used for reducing

protein adsorption in silica capillaries,36 by either dynamic or a

static coating.37 The motivation for considering PVA is

discussed in more detail in the following section on EOF

characterization. To determine whether PVA coating could

further increase the hydrophilicity of the UV/O3 treated

PMMA and COC substrates, a series of samples were treated

for varying times and coated with PVA. The resulting contact

Fig. 1 Water contact angle for PMMA and COC substrates after

UV/O3 treatment, and UV/O3 treatment followed by PVA coating.
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angles are also shown in Fig. 1 (dashed lines). The use of PVA

coating on the PMMA surfaces was found to provide a

consistent improvement in hydrophilicity, with an average

decrease in contact angle of 27% over all exposure times. For

the COC substrates, PVA coating reduced the contact angle by

21% for the 4 min treated sample, but no improvement was

observed for exposure times beyond 12 min.

Bond strength

To evaluate the improvement in bond strength for the treated

substrates, a set of PMMA and COC chips were exposed in

the UV/O3 system for 24 min. Bonding was performed at

temperatures between 25 uC and 110 uC for both UV/O3

treated and untreated chips. Bond strength for the bonded

chips was determined using a crack-opening method,38 in

which a blade of known thickness is inserted between the

bonded substrates, and the length of the interfacial fracture

crack is measured to evaluate the bond strength. The

relationship between crack opening length, L, and interfacial

surface energy (bond strength), c, is given by,38

c~
3Et3

s t2
b

32L4
(1)

where E is the elastic modulus of the substrate, ts and tb are the

thickness of substrate and inserted blade, respectively, and L is

the measured crack length generated by the inserted blade.

Using elastic moduli for PMMA and COC of 3.3 GPa39 and

2.1 GPa,40 respectively, the resulting bond strengths calculated

from eqn (1) are plotted against bond temperature in Fig. 2.

All tests were performed using a stainless steel razor blade

with a thickness of 100 mm, with crack lengths measured under

a microscope using a calibrated reticle. Uncertainty in crack

length measurements, estimated at 200 mm, was found to

dominate the measurement variance, resulting in bond

strength uncertainties of 14% for PMMA and 10% for COC.

For native untreated chips, the relationship between bond

temperature and bond strength follows a similar trend for both

PMMA and COC. Below 90 uC, no bonding was observed for

untreated chips. At 90 uC, interfacial cracks propagated across

the entire length of the 2.5 cm chips upon insertion of the

blade, fully debonding the substrates during measurements.

Note that the trend lines for native PMMA and COC in Fig. 2

assume a bond strength value corresponding to the 2.5 cm

crack length at 90 uC, which is off the plot; the true bond

strengths are likely below this value. Maximum bond strengths

of 2.10 mJ cm22 for PMMA and 1.13 mJ cm22 for COC were

achieved for the untreated chips at the highest tested bonding

temperature of 110 uC. Because this bond temperature is

substantially above the glass transition temperature of both

PMMA (98 uC) and COC (105 uC), these maximum values

could not be achieved in real-world devices without sub-

stantially deforming or collapsing microchannels within the

substrates, and are provided only for comparison to the bond

strengths achieved at lower temperatures when using UV/O3

treatment.

Measurements performed on a set of UV/O3 treated chips

reveal substantial improvements in bond strength compared to

the corresponding untreated cases. As shown in Fig. 2, both

polymers exhibit a logarithmic relationship between bond

temperature and bond strength over a wide temperature range

from 25–90 uC. Large jumps in bond strength are observed as

the bond temperature is elevated above the glass transition

temperatures of the two materials. At 110 uC, the bond

strengths of the UV/O3 treated chips are significantly higher

than that of the untreated chips bonded at the same

temperature. A likely reason for this observation is that the

higher wettability of the treated chips enables more intimate

contact between the surfaces during thermal bonding, allowing

improved interdiffusion of polymer chains and an attendant

increase in bond strength.

A summary of selected bond strength values is provided in

Table 1. Even at room temperature, UV/O3 surface activation

provides sufficient bond strength for low pressure applications.

At 90 uC, the UV/O3 treated chips exhibit bond strengths

at least 2 orders of magnitude higher than their untreated

counterparts, and nearly as high as the maximum bond

strengths achieved for substrates bonded above their glass

transition temperatures.

It should be noted that bond strengths of 0.06 mJ cm22 at

25 uC and around 10 mJ cm22 at 50 uC have been reported for

COC following optimized O2 plasma activation, while low

temperature bonding of PMMA was found to be unaffected by

plasma treatment.26 Thus, in addition to the simplicity and

cost advantages of UV/O3 over plasma treatment for COC

substrates, UV/O3 treatment offers the additional benefit of

direct compatibility with low temperature bonding of PMMA

microfluidic devices. An electron micrograph of a 500 mm wide

and 180 mm deep PMMA microchannel bonded at 60 uC,

Fig. 2 Bond strength of PMMA and COC substrates following

24 min UV treatment, compared with native polymer surfaces.

Table 1 Summary of average bond strengths at selected bond
temperatures

Material Surface

Bond strength/mJ cm22

25 uC 50 uC 90 uC 110 uC

PMMA UV/O3 0.301 0.624 0.984 57.26
native — — ,0.003 2.098

COC UV/O3 0.057 0.239 0.806 2.659
native — — ,0.003 1.128
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following a 24 min UV/O3 treatment, is shown in Fig. 3(a).

Despite the low aspect ratio of the channel, no deformation of

the channel walls is evident. In contrast, the microchannel

fabricated with the same initial dimensions and bonded at

100 uC without surface treatment in Fig. 3(b) suffers from

severe wall deformation and channel collapse. Other than the

surface treatment, both channels were bonded using identical

parameters. As revealed from the bond strength plot (Fig. 2),

the treated chip bonded at only 60 uC offers a higher bond

strength than the untreated chip bonded slightly above its glass

transition temperature. While even higher bond temperatures

could improve bond strength for the untreated PMMA, the

resulting channel deformation poses a substantial limitation

on the range of channel geometries which can be successfully

bonded without UV/O3 surface modification.

Surface stability

While UV/O3 treatment can enable low temperature bonding

of thermoplastic substrates, the effects of UV/O3 exposure on

microchannel wall chemistry, and ultimately on device

performance, must also be considered. For example, enhanced

hydrophilicity can enable simple channel priming via surface

tension-driven wetting, while charged surface groups generated

by UV/O3 exposure may result in undesirable electrostatic

interactions with analyte molecules and excessive or poorly

controlled EOF. Characterization of the oxidized surfaces is

needed to understand whether desirable surface behavior can

be retained, or undesirable behavior eliminated, after exposing

the treated surfaces to various solutions.

It has been suggested that UV/O3 hydrophilization of

polymers may not be appropriate for applications where the

surface is subjected to washing, since a substantial portion of

the generated surface charge is due to low molecular weight

oxidized material on the surface, which can be lost by dissolu-

tion.22 For example, poly(ethyleneterephthalate) (PET) and

polystyrene (PS) films hydrophilized by UV/O3 treatment have

been observed to lose substantial portions of their surface

charge following a short 5 min surface wash in DI water.41 To

explore this issue for PMMA and COC microfluidic sub-

strates, chips exposed to a 24 min UV/O3 dose were soaked in

DI water (pH 7), acetic acid (pH 3), NaOH (pH 10), and

2-propanol (IPA). Individual sets of 3 chips for each case

were submerged for 2 min in the respective solutions and

dried under a gentle N2 stream prior to sessile contact angle

measurements. The resulting contact angles are shown in

Fig. 4. From this plot, it is interesting to note that despite the

substantially lower contact angle for PMMA compared to

COC following the initial UV/O3 treatment, both materials

reverted to around 55u after solvent exposure, with the acidic

solution resulting in the lowest value, and IPA resulting in the

highest value in each case. Longer soaking times of 4 h in all

solutions did not noticeably alter the contact angles for either

material. This result stands in contrast to previous work on

PMMA surface modification using UV irradiation without the

explicit generation of ozone, in which complete reversion of

water contact angles was observed following IPA rinsing.25

This result indicates that UV/O3 treatment generates a more

stable oxidized surface. Overall, the initial density of oxidized

surface groups following UV/O3 treatment can be reduced by

solvent interactions, but with the final surfaces retaining a

Fig. 3 SEM images of 500 mm wide, 180 mm deep PMMA

microchannels following (a) thermal bonding of 24 min UV/O3 treated

PMMA substrates at 60 uC, and (b) thermal bonding of virgin PMMA

substrates at 100 uC. While substantial collapse of the channel is

evident for the virgin PMMA chip, the UV/O3 treated channel exhibits

no measurable deformation while offering higher bond strength

compared to the untreated chip.

Fig. 4 Sessile water contact angle on PMMA and COC following

UV/O3 treatment only, and UV/O3 treatment followed by 2 min soak

in DI water (pH 7), acetic acid (pH 3), NaOH (pH 10), or IPA.

Contact angles for native surfaces are shown for reference.
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substantial degree of hydrophilicity even after long term

exposure to a range of solvent conditions.

XPS analysis

During UV/O3 exposure, the UV light at 253.7 nm generates

free radicals on the polymer surface which further react with

oxygen, resulting in oxygen-containing surface species such as

carboxyl, hydroxyl, or peroxide groups.25 Using XPS to

interrogate the atomic composition of the top polymer layer,

the degree to which oxygen is introduced into the surfaces was

evaluated following 24 min UV/O3 treatments. Curve fitting of

the raw XPS data was performed using Kratos Vision software

to determine the relative atomic concentrations of surface C

and O, with the results summarized in Table 2. The 24 min

UV/O3 exposure was found to increase surface oxygen by 51%

for PMMA and 205% for COC, indicating the generation of

substantial oxygen-containing functional groups on the poly-

mer surfaces. Treated chips rinsed in DI water for 4 h were also

measured to evaluate the degree to which charged surface

groups were lost by dissolution. The XPS data suggest no loss

of oxygen-containing species for COC, but a 37% decrease for

PMMA. This trend is generally consistent with the observation

from Fig. 4 that soaking treated COC does not significantly

change the water contact angle, while 24 min treated PMMA

surfaces exhibit a 36% lower contact angle than the same

surfaces after a 4 h DI soak.

Electroosmotic flow characterization

The observed reduction in hydrophilicity following solvent

rinsing suggests a corresponding reduction in charged groups

from the microchannel walls. Since zeta potential and

electroosmotic mobility (mEOF) are both functions of surface

charge, UV/O3 treatment is not suitable as a method to achieve

strong and stable EOF in thermoplastic devices. However, for

applications where EOF is not desirable, this is a positive

result. To verify this prediction, measurements of mEOF were

performed at pH 9 in microchannels fabricated from native

PMMA and COC, substrates treated with UV/O3 for 10 min,

and treated substrates which were then subjected to a DI

water soak for 24 h. As shown in Fig. 5, the initial UV/O3

treatment increases the average value of mEOF by at least

50% for both materials due to the higher charge on the

oxidized surface. However, after soaking the chips in DI water,

the electroosmotic mobility is greatly reduced, returning to

near the native value for PMMA, and below the native value

for COC.

While solvent rinsing can reduce the surface charge of

UV/O3 treated thermoplastics, it is also possible to take

advantage of the unrinsed surfaces for further modifications.

Unlike silica, which offers a native hydrophilic surface with

well-characterized methods for its modification and derivitiza-

tion, thermoplastics are generally non-polar and hydro-

phobic42 and thus suffer from poor biocompatibility,

including nonspecific analyte adhesion due to hydrophobic

interactions.43 While UV/O3 oxidation can produce hydro-

philic polymer surfaces, the resulting charged groups on the

microchannel walls can lead to electrostatic interactions with

analyte molecules, resulting in sample loss and peak dispersion

during biomolecular separations, in addition to the increased

EOF demonstrated in Fig. 5. As an additional test, mEOF was

measured for PMMA and COC chips treated with UV/O3 for

10 min followed by bonding at 90 uC and PVA coating. Shah

et al. recently reported the use of PVA as a static coating for

high-resolution DNA separations in PMMA microfluidics

following an initial UV/O3 surface treatment to improve

PVA–wall interactions,44 enabling the formation of a stable

hydrophilic coating with low biomolecular adsorption. It can

also substantially mask the polymer surface charge for reduced

wall–analyte electrostatic interactions and EOF. Our measure-

ments, also shown in Fig. 5, support this observation, with

mEOF , 8 6 1025 cm2 V21 s21 exhibited for both PMMA

and COC following PVA coating. Control experiments

using PVA-coated chips without UV/O3 treatment exhibited

virtually identical electroosmotic mobilities as the native

polymers before PVA coating, further emphasizing the utility

of UV/O3 surface activation.

Conclusion

The oxidation of PMMA and COC surfaces by UV/O3 is a

simple and effective method for low temperature bonding of

Table 2 XPS analysis of elemental composition for PMMA and COC
surfaces following different treatment conditions. Percent change in
oxygen is measured relative to the untreated surfaces

Material Surface
C 1 s
atom%

O 1 s
atom%

C/O
ratio O% D

PMMA None 75.5 24.5 3.1 —
UV/O3 63.1 36.9 1.7 51
UV/O3 + DI 68.0 32.0 2.1 32

COC None 94.5 5.5 17.3 —
UV/O3 83.2 16.8 5.0 205
UV/O3 + DI 81.7 18.3 4.5 233

Fig. 5 Electroosmotic mobility measurements at pH 9 for native

PMMA and COC substrates, and the same substrates following a

surface treatment sequence of 24 min UV/O3 exposure, 2 min DI water

rinsing, and PVA coating. Error bars indicate standard deviations

among 3 replicate EOF measurements for each case.
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thermoplastic microfluidic substrates. While surface oxidation

based on O2 plasma treatments has been previously described

for enhanced low temperature bonding of microfluidic thermo-

plastic substrates, the UV/O3 method reported here offers

advantages including low equipment cost, low fabrication cost,

and high throughput. In general, the energetic surfaces

produced by UV/O3 treatment resulted in at least 1–2 orders

of magnitude improvement in bond strength for both PMMA

and COC. High bond strengths were realized when sealing

channels well below the materials’ glass transition tempera-

tures, while even room temperature bonding of UV/O3 treated

substrates resulted in bond strengths sufficient for typical

sealing requirements in many microfluidic applications.

A high level of control over hydrophilicity was observed

using UV/O3 treatments, with resulting sessile water contact

angles as low as 25u for PMMA surfaces. While the lowest

contact angle observed with COC was only 49u, the resulting

COC surfaces remained relatively stable compared to PMMA

when exposed to solvents, with both materials exhibiting a

similar range of final contact angle values in the order of 55u.
Since practical microfluidic systems generally require exposure

to aqueous or organic solutions, this value is of practical

interest for applications in which UV/O3 has been used for low

temperature bonding during device fabrication. In addition to

control of surface hydrophilicity for enhanced low-tempera-

ture substrate bonding, the generation of charged species by

UV/O3 treatment can also be used to enable the formation

of stable secondary surface modifications in polymer micro-

channels, such as the application of static PVA coating

demonstrated here.
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